
PROOF OF RAMANUJAN'S PARTITION CONGRUENCE
FOR THE MODULUS 11»

JOSEPH LEHNER1

1. Introduction. Ramanujan's conjecture, that

(1.1) p(n°l + p) = 0 (mod 11«),     I = 0, 1, 2, • ■ • ;a = 1, 2, • • •

where p(n) is the number of partitions of n and p is the least positive

integer2 such that

(1.2) 24p ■ 1 (mod 11"),

has never been proved for general values of a. Proofs for a = l, 2

were given by Ramanujan and the author.8 The object of this note

is to supply a proof for a = 3, that is, to establish the congruence

(1.3) #(1331/ + 721) = 0 (mod 11'), / = 0, 1, 2, • • • .

The proof in I for a = 1 used a method developed by Rademacher

(Trans. Amer. Math. Soc. vol. 51 (1942) pp. 609-636). It was effected

by constructing an identity which, by analogy, would be of the form

(1.4) zZp(n°l +p)xl+i = U-zZ
i-o

for general a. Here zZ should be a sum, with integer coefficients, of

certain functions having expansions in powers of x with integral

coefficients. Now the power series on the left-hand side of (1.4) can

be expressed rather simply in terms of the Dedekind function

„(r) - exp (Wr/12) f[ (1 - x<")

(1.5)
X ' t CO

= exp OrtV/12) jl 4- zZ P(n)x

where, throughout this paper, x = exp 2rir and Im r>0. In fact, it is

Presented to the Society, October 30, 1948; received by the editors September 13,

1948 and, in revised form, February 9, 1949.
1 The author is greatly indebted to the referee, who made a very careful review of

the paper, correcting some errors and clarifying a number of ambiguities. He also

supplied footnote 2.
8 Actually p can be given explicitly. It is (23 ■ lla-|-l)/24 for a even and

(13 11a+l)/24 for a odd.

* Cf. footnotes 2 and S in J. Lehner, Ramanujan identities involving the partition

function for the moduli 11", Amer. J. Math. (1943) pp. 492-520. This paper will be

referred to hereafter as I.
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easy to deduce (I, (7.32)) from the above definition that

00 00

11(1 - *«)£#(ll»/ + p)*H-l
m-l J-0

= 11-  £   n(€r)r,((T+24X)/ll«) = £(r;ll«),
Xmod lla

say, where e is 1 for even a and 11 for odd a.

The important fact about L(t; 11°) is that (I, Theorem 8) it is a

modular function on the subgroup4 To(ll) of the full modular group,

and has its only singularity at the parabolic vertex t = 0 of the sub-

group's fundamental region. As such it must be a polynomial of the

form

(1.7) Qa(A, C) = (70 + 7iC + • • • ) + AC(S0 + 51C + • ■ ■ )

in the two basic functions A(t) and C(t), whose definitions we shall

recall in §3. Thus we have

(1.8) f[ (1 - *«•») zZ p(n°l + p)s'+i = £(r; 11") = Qa(A, C).
m«-l 1=0

Now the power series of A (r) and C(r) in terms of x have integral

coefficients, and so Ramanujan's conjecture for lla follows if we can

show that the coefficients of the polynomial Qa are divisible by 11°.

This was done in I for a = 1 by explicit calculation.

To go on to higher values of a we proved that the functions

L(t; 11") can be given inductively by using the linear operator

10

(1.9) UnF(r) = UF(t) = U-^zZ F((r + X)/ll).

In fact (I, Theorem 7), if we put L(t; 11°) = 1, we have

(1.10) L(t; Wm+l) = U{ *(t)-Z,(t; IP"*)},

(1.11) Z(t; 112-+2) = UL(t; ll2m+1),

for m = 0, 1, 2, • • • , where

(1.12) $(t) = $(t; 121) = v(12 lt)v~1(t).

The nature of the inductive step depends on the parity of a.

Now UC>, U<f>C>-\ UAO, U$AC>, j=l, 2, • • • , are modular
functions on r0(ll) whose only singularities are at the parabolic

vertex zero (I, Theorem 8). Thus, because U is linear, we can go from

* Defined by the condition 111 c in the modular substitution t' = (ot +6)/(ct +d).
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one of the identities (1.8) to the next provided we know the expres-

sions for UO, • • • , as polynomials in A and C. However, if we are

interested only in proving Ramanujan's conjecture for a given a, we

can abbreviate this explicit procedure considerably, as was done in I

for a = 2 and will be done below for a = 3. The basic tool will still be

the inductive property (1.10), (1.11).

2. Method. We shall find it convenient to replace the rational basis

A(t), C(t) by the basis C(t), D(t), where

(2.1) 112?(r) = ,4(r)C(r) - 1,

and D(t) has integral coefficients (I, Lemma 4). A modular function

on ro(ll) whose only singularity is at the parabolic vertex r = 0 (for

example, L(t; 11")) can be expressed as a polynomial in C and D

which is of first degree in D.

Now let us use the notation F(t)=G(t) (mod 11") to mean that

corresponding coefficients of the expansions of F(t) and G{t) about

«oo in powers of x are congruent mod 11". Then proving Ramanujan's

conjecture for a = 3 is equivalent to proving that

(2.2) £(t; ll3) = 0 (mod ll3).

The operator U affects a power series as follows (I, (4.74)):

(2.3) U( zZ = zZ anmxm.

Thus we can say that if the coefficients of the expansion of F(t) are

integral, then so are the coefficients in the expansion of UF(t). Hence

from F(t)=G(t) (mod 11"), we can infer that UF(t) = UG(t)

(mod 11").

The identity for L(r\ 11) is explicitly (I, (6.6))

L(t; 11) = 1L4C(11C + 2) - lHU1^2 + 32C + 2),

or in terms of C, D

(2.4) L(t; 11) = 112£>(11C + 2) - lUll^2 + 21C).

Hence

(2.5) L(t; 11) m 2-ll2D - 2M1C (mod ll3).

Now we apply the second inductive step (1.11) and make use of the

remark in the preceding paragraph and the linearity of U to obtain

(2.6) L(t; ll2) = UL(t; 11) = 2-ll2/7Z> - 21-llt/C" (mod ll3).

In the next section we shall prove
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(A) UC = IK C (mod ll2), ax = integer,

(B) UD m 0 (mod 11).

From these congruences, the truth of which we assume for the

moment, we conclude from (2.6) that

(2.7) L(t; ll2) = lVatC (mod 11»).

Now &(t) has an expansion in powers of x with integral coeffi-

cients, as we easily verify from (1.12) and (1.5). Hence, if we apply

the first inductive step (1.10) to (2.7), we find

(2.8) £(r; 11») m ll2ßl UQC (mod ll3).

Therefore, the desired congruence (1.3) will be completely proved if

we can establish (A), (B), and

(C) U$C m 0 (mod 11).

3. Proof of (A), (B), and (C). In the proof of these equations, we

shall make use of the fact, demonstrated in I, §8, that their left

members, namely, UC, UD, U$C, are entire5 modular functions on

the subgroup r0(ll) of the modular group, and shall express them as

polynomials in the basic functions C, D of this subgroup. We there-

fore recall the definition of C and D. As before, r is a complex variable

with positive imaginary part, and x = exp lirir. All the functions

listed below have Laurent expansions in x with integral coefficients.

For further details, cf. I, §4.

Starting with the formula for h(t) in (1.5), we define in turn:

(3.1) *(r) - {,(r>,(llT)}»

(3.2) g(r) - 1/120 = 2 zZ <r,(n)*-      «r,(«) = £ d\
1 d|n

(3.3) G(r) = ll2«(llr) - g(r),

(3.4) ö(t) =   zZ   **<-••>,     Q = m2 + mn + 3n\
m ,n=—co

(3.5) A{r) = 62(r)Mr),

(3.6) B(r) = G(r)/*2(r),

(3.7) C(t) = 2-1-11-2{^2(t) - 104(r) - 22 - B(r)\.

5 An entire modular function is one which has no singularities except possibly at

the parabolic vertices of the fundamental region, which, in this particular case, are

located at 0 and i ».
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The expansions of the following functions of interest at the para-

bolic vertices (0, *'«>) of ro(ll) appear in I (references at right of

display lines are to equations in I). In order to avoid confusion we

write (UF\r') to denote the result of replacing r by r' in the right

member of (1.9). By P(x') we shall mean a series in powers of x,

with integral coefficients, beginning with a term in x:

(3.8) A(t) = x-1 + 6H- (6.41),

(3.9) C(r) = x + 5x2 + ■ ■ ■ (6.43),

(3.10) ,4(-l/llr) = A{r) - x-1 + 6 + • • • (4.53),

(3.11) 11*C(-1/llr) = x~2 + 2s-1 H- (6.46),

(3.12) UC(t) = P(x), (8.2),

(3.13) 1P(i7C| -1/llr) = 1HC(-1/121t) + ll2P(x)

= ar22 + • • • (8.81), (9.31).

The first terms of the expansions of D can be deduced from (2.1),

(3.8)-(3.11):

(3.14) Z>(r) ,

(3.15) ll8£»(-l/llr) = *-'+ • • • .

By Fermat's Theorem and an elementary theorem on binomial

coefficients, we observe that

(3.16) il*?(-l/121r) - {1HC(-1/11t)}"+ ll^ar21);

consequently, in view of (3.13),

(3.17) \l\UC\ -1/llr) = {ll2^-1/Ur)}11 + HP(ar-»).

The argument in the first paragraph on p. 505 of I shows that an

entire modular function on r0(ll) which vanishes at infinity and has

at most a pole of first order at the vertex t = 0 must be identically zero.

We apply this principle to the function

A(t) = 11«J7C(t) - {ll^r)}11 - {llVCXr) + 114p\>D(t)

10 9

+ £ ll2'+1a,€'(t) + ll'/Xr)- zZ n2'+1ßiC'(r)

where the a, ß are rational integers chosen so that all terms of the

principal part of A at r'—— 1/llr = 0 drop out except possibly the

term in x~l. This choice is clearly possible in view of (3.17), (3.11),

and (3.15). Furthermore, all terms of A vanish at r = joo, as we see

from (3.9), (3.12), (3.14), and therefore A itself. It follows that A(r)
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is identically zero, and we infer the truth of the congruence

(3.18) UC(t) m aiC(r) + UßoD(T) (mod 11*).

Now writing

(3.19)   C(r) - £ cS,      D(t) = £ dS,     C\r) = £ c,
(2) n

x ,

and remembering (2.3), we obtain the following linear congruences for

«i and ßo on matching the coefficients of x and x* in the two members

of (3.18):

Liu* (mod IP),
Ci<x\ -f- lläipo = Cs2

or using the values in the tables of §4,

ai + Uß0 = 44
(3.20) (mod ll2).

5«! + 66/3o =99

Therefore, we have

ai = 6(44) - 99 (mod ll2),
(3.21)

«i = 0 (mod 11);

Ußo = 99 - 5(44) = 11(9 - 20) (mod ll2),
(3 22)

ßo = 0 (mod 11).

With (3.18), (3.21), and (3.22), we have completed the proof of (A).

The proof of (B) is quite similar. From I, (8.81), and (3.14), (3.15),

ll*(UD \ -1/11t) = 113£>(-1/121t) + lVP(x)
(3.23)

= x~3i + ■ • • ,

and, as before,

(3.24) ll4(f/Z>] -1/11t) = {U*D(-l/llT)}n+ UP(x-M).

Now employing the same procedure used for UC, we obtain easily

U*UD(r) = aill'C(t) + ß0U*D(T) (mod ll6),

with integral «i, ßo. Equating coefficients of x, we have «i + ll/3os0

(mod 11), that is, ai = lla. Hence,

(3.25) VD 3 aC + ßoD (mod 11), a, ßo integral.

We now again equate coefficients and get the congruences
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« + ßo — du
(3.26) ^ (mod 11)

5a + 6po — a22

for the determination of a and /So- The determinant of the coefficients

is seen to be equal to unity. Hence

dn di
(3.27)

^22 d2

since dn=dn = 0 (mod 11). Likewise,

ci dn

= 0 (mod 11),

(3.28) 0o=.
C2 d;22

=- 0 (mod 11).

This proves (B).

For the proof of (C), we need the expansions

(3.29) 4>(t) = z6 + ■ • •

(3.30) 11 $(-1/12 It) = tr^r) = x~6 + ■ ■ ■ .

The first is computed immediately from (1.12) and (1.5), whereas

(3.30) is a consequence of the well known transformation equation

(3.31) v(-l/r) = (-;t)»'Mt),

where the square root is positive when r is on the positive imaginary

axis. Then by virtue of (2.3) we may write

(3.32) U^C = P(x).

We must now find the expansion of U$C at t' = 0, that is,

(U$C\ — 1/Hr). We cannot use I, (8.81) this time, for <i>C is not a

function of r0(ll). Instead, we have recourse to I, p. 509, in which

the function G(r; i, j, k)= U&A'C1 is considered. (The last two dis-

play lines on p. 509 are in error: the line at the bottom of the page

should have the factor i multiplying the right member; the display

line above this requires the factor8 l/<3?(r/ll) affecting the sum in

the right member.) The case we are interested in isj = 0, i = k = l. If

we substitute the value of the sum given at the bottom of the page

in the expression for 11G( —1/t) appearing immediately above, and

replace r by llr, we obtain

IV(U$C\ -1/llr) = {ll*(-l/12lT)}{ll»C(-l/121r)}

- ll8$-Hr) £  £ <pmcv(    \    yJ) exp {2W(>» + p)r\ ,
m=f>   p-1 \ 11 / J

6 This factor is also required multiplying the sum in the right member of (8.31).
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with the Legendre-Jacobi symbol

^24(m +

(3.33)

From the last equation we deduce, in view of (3.29), (3.30), and

(3.11),

ll*(c7$C| -1/llr) = {11$(-1/121t)} {11*C(-1/121t)}

+ ll'i^*) - «r*"+

We therefore obtain in the usual way7 a congruence

(3.34) U*U^C = «ill'C + cciWC2 + ll'pV? (mod ll5)

with rational integers a, ß. We want to show that lls|ai, ll|0o-

This, however, is a consequence of the following congruences obtained

by matching the coefficients of x and x2 in the two members of (3.34):

ax + lift - 0
(3.35) (mod 11').

5ai + 660o = 0

Therefore, «i = llsa, 0o=H0, and we have from (3.34)

(3.36) U$C =• aC + onC% + ßD (mod 11), a, a», 0 integral.

(3.36), in turn, yields the congruences

a +   0 =■ en

(3.37) 5a +    a2+  60 =■ eu (mod 11),

19a + 10a2 + 280 = c33

where we have written

(3.38) *(t)C(t) = 22 e»*n

The determinant of the coefficients is —1. Since eu = en^e%i=0

(mod 11), we have

0 1

1 6

10 28

a = —

en

C33

0 (mod 11),

7 The analogue of (3.16) and (3.24) is not valid for the function *C, since *(t)

is not a function of r«(ll). The equation we would like to write, ll*( —1/121t)

•111C(-1/121t)={11*(-1/11t).111C(-1/11t)Ju+11/j(*-!!«), is obviously false,
for (3.30) shows that *( —l/ilr) does not have an expansion in integral powers of x.
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and likewise a2ej3e0 (mod 11). This establishes (C), and with it,

the truth of the congruence (1.3).

4. Tables. The preceeding discussion has utilized the values of

certain coefficients, which will be developed in this section. In the

computation of these, the following formulae, in addition to those

given previously, will be found useful:

00 +00

(4.1) II (1 - *m) = 2Z (-l)"x»<»»+1>/4 (Euler),
1 -00

00 00

(4.2) II O - - 1 + Z #(»)*" (Euler),
1 l

OQ

(4.3) 0(t) = Z^«(w)x"      (I, (4.61) and footnote 16)
o

with*

f2l 1-2E 1, 11J»,
AQ(n) - i <*il»

Uo(»/ll), H|«,

where <fi==quad. res., tf"2 = quad. non-res. (mod 11).

The coefficients of the functions C, D, and $>C are computed in a

straightforward way from the definitions (1.5), (1.12), (3.1)—(3.7),

(2.1), with the help of (4.1)-(4.3). The values are shown in the fol-

lowing tables to the highest modulus required for the proofs of the

preceding section.

Residue of the coefficients of certain power series

Function

A1 D

modulo 0

1
2
S

10
20

1
6

17
46

116

1
12
70

296
1,073
3,460

1
4

14
40

105
252

1
- 2
-18
-56

1
2

12

116
597

,298

1
5

19

1
6

28

» The formula for Aq(ti) was printed incorrectly in I.
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Function

A'

modulo 2 • ll4
mod

11«

36
65

110
185
300
481
754

1,169
1,780
2,685
3,996
5,894

8,600
12,450
17,860
25,442

6,682

21,237
11,926
9,954

20
16

32
16
36
28
40

4
64
40
64
56

68
40

100
48

104

80
4

56

252
533

1,034
1,961
3,540
6,253

10,654

17,897
2

17,983
16,304

30

4,916
12,024
5,352
5,288
9,118

26,561
21,362
8,592

10,150
27,704

12,528
26,858
23,282
27,176

207

23,232
25,108
3,456

20,971
13,030

1,420

20,348
609

15,722
29,184

28,386
5,929
5,160

574
1,240

2,580
5,180

10,108
19,212
6,427

6,452
28,404
28,712
2,641

19,004

23,952
364

17,447
26,482
23,816

1,102
17,083
22,928

- 146
- 252

- 504
- 688

- 1,170
- 1,514
- 2,268

- 2,422
• 4,088
- 4,396
■ 6,192
• 7,056

- 9,362
- 9,828
-13,626
-13,720

10,886

10,018
7,484
4,946

- 7,616
-22,396

27,114
22,010
12,082
6,028

18,539

9,306
4,276

770
24,911
16,602

18,326
12,154
23,561
7,612
3,102

3,324
2,607

22,574

63
64

18
60
21
71
89

44

86
115
36

105

90
21
47
57
94

95
99
57

modulo 2-11» modulo 11

1,792
1,421
2,436
2,544

1,012
2,125

144
68
88

104
128

72
176

46
1,435

310
1,118

858

745

2,376
1,718

893
2,562

384

220
2,174
1,447

138
1,040

1,846
442
366

1,712
354

1,798
384

1,190
1,888
2,391

94
758

dn^da=0 (mod 11), c™=0, c™ = l, c, =10

eii=«22=«88=0 (mod 11), where *C= 2wen*n

«>si = 5, o>32 = 7 (mod 11)
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